
Past Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I did not ask-so much did I dread falling into the old channel of
thought-whether any reply ____________________ to my letter to Sir Philip.
1.

(receive)
had been received

Her cousins ___________________ below, and were talking there with her
father and another man.
2.

(stop)
had been stopped

He could not have failed to know if such a capture ________________,
though before his time, nor to inform me of it.
3.

(make)
had been made

The progress of the French in their neighbourhood __________________
with regret and apprehension by all New England.
4.

(view)
had been viewed

Now that her husband ___________________ back into her custody with a
view to putting him away from her for ever, she would try once more to find
out from her sore and lonely heart what she really wanted.

5.

(order)

had been ordered

All of them got well, and of course all of them would have been claimed as
triumphs if they _____________________ to the treatment.
6.

(submit)had been submitted

How the latter facts ______________________, nobody exactly knew, but
they began to be very generally whispered throughout the school.
7.

(discover)
had been discovered

He recoiled as if he __________________ a heavy blow.8. (strike)had been struck

For some seconds they struggled on the top of the swell, their faces turned
towards the spot from which they _________________.
9.

(sweep)had been swept

The fish __________________, carried to market, bought, and taken into
the kitchen, where the cook cut him open with a large knife.
10.

(catch)
had been caught

He had made an error; the circumstances
_____________________________; he would not make that error again.
11.

(check/and/note)
had been checked and noted

It was clear that the savages ___________________ by the firing, and
that we had little chance of avoiding discovery.
12.

(alarm)
had been alarmed
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The cap __________________ off purposely.13. (throw)had been thrown

The kettle ___________________ to boil.14. (not/get)had not been got

He was exceedingly ill for five days, but never suspected that he
____________________.
15.

(poison)had been poisoned

In this the officials helped them; for an order _________________ to do
all that could with safety be done for the condemned man.
16.

(give)
had been given

We ____________________ in our climb all the way by a huge bear.17.
(precede)

had been preceded

But the seeds of decay ________________.18. (sow)had been sown

The arm ____________________, and the big fellow nursed it.19. (strain)had been strained

But the genius of Constantine himself __________________ by adversity
and experience.
20.

(form)
had been formed
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